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This presentation begins by showing the configuration for Novocure scalp electrodes that deliver 200 
kHz monofrequency, after the research of Kirson et al for cancer therapy (Tumor Treating Fields or 
TTF). It shows a 1 Hz switching scheme to give therapeutic coverage to east-west mitotic spindles as 
well as north-south spindles. The second panel shows the Novocure advanced concept for a vest 
applicator for abdominal exposure. I made a guess as to the arrangement for a similar 1 Hz switching 
configuration. It is likely that the signal suffers from attenuation with depth in these types of 
monofrequency applicators. Kirson’s group discussed a dielectrophoresis force effect (DEP) that 
inhibits microtubule fiber growth and thus can prevent cancer cell division. Cancer cell experiments 
suggest the possibility that the exposures enhance the killing effect of chemo drugs, which might mean 
future patients could opt for low-dose chemo regimes.

I have proposed a novel vest applicator that delivers two RF frequencies e.g. 27.00 MHz and 27.40 
MHz to deliver 200 kHz as the F3 heterodyned difference product (HRIFE or Heterodyned 
Radiofrequency Inductive Field Emitter). A similar design uses large insulated plates. These RF-based 
devices could deliver other frequencies such as 200 Hz, 2128 Hz, 50kHz, etc. A four-panel 
configuration for 1 Hz switching is also illustrated. The heterodyning concepts are discussed at 
hrife.com. A second variant of the vest and plate applicators can use modulated RF (e.g. 70% AM at 
200 kHz, not shown) instead of heterodyned RF. In theory this AM scheme can deliver the modulation 
frequency, not by demodulation, but rather by interference between the two RF sidebands.

It may be that because present Novocure applicators rely on capacitative coupling, they experience a 
performance threshold that cuts completely off below say 100 kHz. If so, they would be unable to 
deliver penetrative 50 kHz. On the other hand, HRIFE schemes and AM schemes can inject frequencies
below 100 kHz. The main issue for researchers is that both HRIFE and AM would tend to be inefficient
in terms of the amplitude of induced F3, and they may turn out to be unsuitable to emulate the Kirson 
effect. On the other hand, RF energy might act synergistically to enhance a more modest 200 kHz 
component. 

To deliver frequencies above say 300 kHz, it may be more efficient to use other methods including 
monofrequency capacitative coupling, monofrequency gas tubes, etc. Kirson’s 200 kHz sits somewhere
at the threshold, so its efficiency would be hard to guess. According to the above logic, Kirson’s 
methodology might make it difficult to ascertain whether say 50 kHz could generate a medically useful 
DEP force. Kirson’s data suggesting that performance deteriorates at 100 kHz compared to the optimal 
200 kHz may be an artefact of the applicator equipment.

Frequencies lower than about 50 kHz tend to cause ionic currents. In most situations this causes sudden
field drop-off near the electrode, even when using insulated electrode, which means you cannot deliver 
internal E-fields in a bulky target. HRIFE and AM have some advantage because the electrode drop-off 
phenomenon would not occur, thus allowing injection of these LF fields. However it is unknown 
whether local ionic inductive effects would weaken DEP effects. My guess is they would. The above 
logic suggests that frequencies from 50 kHz to 300 kHz appear to be worthy of further research using 
RF-based technologies, especially for deep internal exposures.







SOME FREQUENCY CONCEPTS

The next section illustrates concepts of sideband formation during RF modulation, and compares this to
superimposing two separate RF signals. This shows how the difference interference frequency F3 is 
involved in both cases. F3 is derived from the equation F3 = [(F2 – F1) /2]. 

Other diagrams here show how low and high frequencies affect the way a target can perturb the electric
field lines. These lines would normally be straight if the target was removed. It shows the concept of 
negative and positive field perturbation. The lower threshold of the RF spectrum, around 100 kHz to 
300 kHz, is probably increasingly inefficient at coupling energy as we decrease frequency, but real data
on this are unknown. This is important in considering the technical limits of IF monofrequency 
coupling, and the relative advantage of using RF schemes to deliver lower frequencies (LF injection 
and IF injection). Both AM method and RF superimposition method can achieve LF injection, but the 
efficiency ratios for these methods are unknown for LF power compared to total RF power.

One diagram illustrates how real current component (manifested as ionic currents) tend to decrease 
above the 34 kHz Warburg limit, while the displacement current is more stable across LF, IF and RF 
spectra. Assuming ionic current load stops dominating above 50 kHz, there may be new possibilities 
for the LF / IF injection method in the region between 50 kHz and 200 kHz that may be unable to be 
studied or used properly in monofrequency E-field applications.







SUGGESTED EM APPLICATOR DESIGNS

The next section illustrates some possible applicator concepts. Typical Rife-Bare devices usually use a 
two-electrode gas tube with a balanced signal (eg square-modulated 27.15 MHz). The illustration 
panels cover ideas such as comparing two-electrode gas tubes to single-electrode, HRIFE versus single-
carrier, the 120 degree configuration, insulated plate applicators and hybrid schemes, etc. 

The material in appendix A (at the end of this article) shows some three electrode designs e.g. to suit 
Gruner circuits, but I would emphasis those are not my favorite ideas. I include them because they are 
likely to be considered in any new attempts to rebuild a Rife #4 or a Gruner circuit. They include a 
custom design by Bill Cheb with a central electrode. They also include some sketches of Lee de Forest 
gas triode concepts, included mainly for historical interest.

There is some debate as to exactly what design Rife #4 is, and its predecessors. However Crane’s 
Gruner circuit obviously uses two RF signals. Whether this is similar to Rife #4 is open to debate. 
Anyhow, there has been some interest in making new Gruner prototypes. My comment on this is I 
believe two RF signals were used at some time in the Rife-Hoyland partnership. 

Some people who have re-developed modern Hoyland devices believe they may be superior and that 
they are closer to the 1930’s concept than other modern modulation devices (like the Bare design). 
However the new Hoyland devices have been modified and no longer strongly include the patient in the
circuit capacitative reactance, so they are not original, as discussed by Dan Jensen. My comment is that
Rife later expressed a preference to avoid harmonic devices and he wanted to re-develop one of the 
previous design concepts. But we dont know exactly what that concept was.

Crane’s Gruner schematic shows a single gas tube with left electrode connected to an amp for RF1, and
the right electrode connected to another amp for RF2. I believe Crane made an error with that. I believe
it works better firing the RF amps into two separate gas tubes. Irrespective of whether HRIFE is the #4 
configuration, or whether the Gruner schematic represents anything Rife ever used, I would encourage 
experimenters to look a bit beyond the known historical info, and instead go forward on the basis of 
good theoretical concepts.

One Gruner-type prototype was tested in recent years, mixing nearby RF frequencies inside a single gas
tube, and it produced unacceptable electronic interference and many frequencies. I think it is time to try
it with two gas tubes. 

Some of my sketches show a special complex modulation scheme. I call it HETMOD because the 
modulation is based on the frequency and phase of the heterodyned product F3. However HRIFE or 
Gruner could be used without any modulation, or with any convenient duty cycle gating. My 
HETMOD modulation scheme was originally designed for use in near-mismatches to native resonances
e.g. virus resonance research. However many frequency applications e.g. the Kirson paradigm, may not
really involve any resonance phenomena. In some cases modulation schemes can be used to reduce 
heating effects, especially in devices that use higher RF peak power. Kirson’s group gave the effective 
200 kHz field intensity as being from 1-3 V/cm. For an inefficient RF-based device, RF power levels 
higher than existing modern Rife devices would probably be required to achieve F3 at over 1 V/cm. If 
we are lucky, the presence of parent RF waves might be synergistic with the F3 component. 









BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR HETMOD SCHEME   (PAGE 1)



HETMOD SCHEME    PAGE 2    INCLUDING OPTIONAL RAMPING SCHEME

The tailing pulses can be high-power RF or a discharge from an auxilliary device or a hybrid. 



HETMOD SCHEME PAGE 3





UNDERSTANDING VARIOUS MODULATION SCHEMES

Most people with some knowledge of radio transmitter design understand the concept of Amplitude 
Modulation or AM. It is useful for voice and music broadcast. The AM signal arises due to the effect of
varying grid voltage within one of the valves. However there are less common types of modulation that
do not use grid modulation, but instead use mixing of signals, e.g. superimposing or adding two 
different sine signals. Although the oscilloscope traces can seem similar to AM e.g. with a sine 
envelope, they are not exactly the same as AM. Adding a low frequency to a high frequency carrier 
causes the carrier wave to be displaced to positive offset and then negative offset on the oscilloscope 
trace (hi-lo superimposition). Thus it can be called “offset modulation”. 

Adding two nearby RF frequencies causes constructive and destructive interference patterns on the 
oscilloscope trace (hi-hi superimposition). The trace is displayed at the average of the two carrier 
frequencies, i.e. F4 given by F4 = (F1 + F2) / 2. The interference of the two carriers also carries a lower
frequency F3 given by F3 =  (F1 + F2) / 2. This should not be confused with the beat frequency, which 
is shown in the spacings of the constructive interference peaks on the oscilloscope trace.

In the following section, some of the diagrams address the concept of “offset modulation”. It suggests 
that some hi-lo superimposition signals could have affected samples in a microscope slide in air, but 
failed to affect the same samples inserted deep into a slab of horse meat. This problem is predicted 
because it is assumed that the offset component is rapidly weakened or attenuated as it travels inside 
flesh. However there is an alternative method to “inject” low frequencies deep into flesh by 
superimposing two RF signals (hi-hi superimposition). 

The attenuation problem for hi-lo schemes may have required Hoyland and Rife to plan an alternative 
design such as suggested in the Gruner circuit, i.e. superimposing two RF signals. Alternatively a 
modulation scheme should also be able to “inject” a low frequency component. The classical diagrams 
for simple AM show that AM generates two nearby RF sidebands that interfere within a target (or 
within a radio receiver) to reproduce the mod frequency. The Hoyland 1939 design generated multiple 
RF sidebands with the same spacing between them (at the mod frequency). In theory, these should 
interfere to generate a harmonic set of the mod frequency, and a second iteration of interference within 
this set should regenerate the fundamental mod. This concept is poorly understood because some 
popular articles teach that one of the sidebands is a bio-active “MOR” frequency. I believe the mod 
frequency (or its harmonic set) is the bioactive frequency. This would make Hoyland devices similar in 
some ways to modulated Bare devices etc.

I have used the term HRIFE to refer to hi-hi superimposition schemes (Heterodyned Radiofrequency 
Induction Field Emitter). Heterodyning is another word for wave interference when two sine waves are 
superimposed. Even though the Gruner circuit schematic exists for a hi-hi superimposition scheme, 
nobody has yet made these commercially available. I show some sketches that include a hi-hi scheme 
to generate F3 at 200 kHz, which has been shown in published research by Kirson et al as a useful anti-
cancer frequency. Even though HRIFE and AM are both relatively inefficient to deliver F3, they have a 
theoretical advantage of deep penetration. Kirson’s group proposed that dielectrophoretic forces or DEP
are the bio-active mechanism. I would offer the comment that DEP force manifests where the incident 
E-fields are non-homogeneous (e.g. curved wavefronts). HRIFE and AM could manifest the 
superimposition of non-homogeneous E-fields that each generate DEP in addition to the DEP arising 
from the F3 component. So perhaps it may not be necessary to achieve > 1 V/cm in the F3 component.





SOME EXAMPLES OF EXISTING MEDICAL RF APPLICATOR DESIGNS

In this section I show illustrations including existing applicators such as the Tranada 434 MHz CW 
hyperthermia device used by John Holt, and some other CW hyperthermia devices. (CW means 
continuous wave, i.e. not modulated). I have suggested that it might be good research to add 
modulation to these applicators, like 200 kHz. However it needs to be understood that modulation 
reduces the heating effect.





MORE SUGGESTED RF APPLICATOR CONCEPTS

Below I have illustrated a novel hyperthermia applicator that uses RF refractive lenses. These can have 
short focal length to heat a small cone of tissue, and heating rate can be controlled by adjusting the duty
cycle e.g. 50% ON time or 20 % ON time (see second page below, bottom right panel). Frequency can 
be 343 MHz or 45 MHz ISM or 27.15 MHz, depending on depth requirement. They are designed for 
CW, but in some cases where you want to throttle down the heating effect, you could introduce e.g. 200
kHz modulation. A more complex scheme could use 200 kHz with say a 90% duty 2128 Hz secondary 
gating (OFF every tenth panel). 2128 Hz is a popular Rife frequency.

Another interesting variant for HRIFE is shown using two frequencies and RF lenses of long focal 
length to deliver “de-focussed” opposed beams (see first page below). Dotted lines indicate how 
curvature of the target body can act to refract the beam angles. For abdominal exposures, frequencies 
lower than 27 MHz may be desirable because they attenuate less rapidly in deep tissue. A separate 
diagram compares the simpler HRIFE plate applicator. Heinrich Hertz demonstrated how pitch tar 
could be shaped into refractive lenses to focus RF in the late 19th century.

Some directional beam antenna technologies might be used without any refractive lens. However most 
antennas tend to be physically large, such that only 343 MHz might be practical. But if efficient 
radiative propagation is not needed, perhaps smaller systems like a simple plate booth might be OK, if 
you can figure out how to achieve impedance matching. Reflector systems might also be considered.

The main goal of the HRIFE paradigm is to inject lower frequency components rather than heating. 
However in practice, heating may occur, and must be controlled appropriately. Where peak E-field 
intensities need to be relatively high e.g. to emulate Kirson DEP effects, heating can be controlled by 
applying an adjustable duty cycle.

The second page below shows an example of an existing modulated applicator in the Oncotherm  
device. It uses a special cooled cone applicator head and an earthed water-bed. The beam could be 
described as “radial”. Most treatments combine with low-dose chemo protocols.

Other panels show the Kanzius exposure system. A guinea pig or rabbit or a dish of cells can be placed 
between an 8 cm gap, and Voltage is adjustable. Kanzius and Oncotherm both use 13.56 MHz, 
probably because it is more optimal for internal exposure than 27.15 MHz. Despite the disadvantage of 
higher attenuation, 27.15 MHz remains popular partly because it has a more generous bandwidth 
allocation than the other ISM bands. For HRIFE applicators, you can legally produce F3 values up to a 
bit over 300 kHz in that ISM band.







APPENDIX A   DE FOREST HISTORICAL CONCEPTS AND SOME CUSTOM GAS TUBES

In the next section, I have placed some ideas that Lee deForest may have considered for gas triodes. I 
have called these “zinger tubes” However gas triodes were very quickly superseded by thermionic 
valves. I include these zinger concepts mainly just for historical interest. On the second page, the first 
panels show a three-electrode tube by Bill Cheb. The middle electrode could be earthed for use in a 
Gruner circuit. The second panel shows how this tube could be used to generate modulation. Some 
diagrams show external wire loops or wraps but these probably can only achieve shallow modulation.

External loops can also be useful for auxilliary “starter circuits” to initially fire the gas plasma. They 
can be attached to a device like a 50 Hz neon step-up transformer. Sometimes RF devices can be 
seriously damaged by fully reflected RF signal in cases where “cold gas” fails to conduct. Pre-igniting 
the tube can prevent these kinds of problems. I used to pre-ignite with a DC source direct to the 
electrodes. 

Very early Rife designs employed an intermittent spark gap to maintain the plasma, combined with a 
lower-power sine signal. In those devices, some Rife researchers suggest the sine signal may have been
too weak to maintain a plasma current alone. It is argued that the spark-gap gear tended to be irregular 
in frequency, and the next generation of designs used one “research frequency” combined with an RF 
carrier to substitute for the old spark-gap signal. As shown in the diagrams, this is a kind of modulation 
called “offset modulation”, but it may be unsuitable in deep flesh applications.






